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FOUNDER'S CORNER
BY SUE BAUM GÄRTNER-BARTSCH

Business is about people. Building
relationships, growing business, expanding
into new markets and making your clients
happy is a 365-day task to create success.
2020 has begun and February is the start into
the Chinese New Year in Asia. As we step
into this new year of the rat, let us make sure
that we set our intentions right, so that we can
give, grow and thrive to create a year of
prosperity, and a year of building more
br idges between thoughts, ideas, people and
places.
In this cur rent edition, we are bridging
business with arts, automobiles with hats and
holistic health with wealth. We are taking you
on a global tour from Germany to the USA,
Taiwan, France, Mozambique, Netherlands,
and South Africa.
How thoughts become things is one of the
major themes running through this edition. We
had the pleasure of speaking with world
renowned human behaviour specialist Dr.
John Demartini on exactly this topic: What
roles do our inner thoughts play in order to
create our outer world. His insights are not
only fascinating but critical in our fast-paced
life and business world, where people run
from meetings to meetings, feel busy all the
time and neglect to stop and think. This topic
on thinking has been the catalyst for the
movie ?How thoughts become things? by
Douglas Vermeeren, featuring Dr. Demar tini.
Why are relationships so important you may
ask? Asian culture understands like no other
that when you do business with others and
enter into a business relationship, it is mostly
about tr usting the other per son that you do
business with. Collaborating with the right
people and putting the right people in the right
4 BUSINESSBOOSTERTODAY.COM

roles in your business matters in order to
achieve the right results.
In no other continent has the importance of
people in business played a major role.
Branding is important, sales is important, but
understanding your customers and clients is
key for your growth and that of your clients.
The Business Booster Today magazine has
since inception become the #1 Ger many
based magazine for the global entrepreneur
with a readership in 74+ countries and
evolved from an online magazine into a print
magazine and into a magazine with wings.
Major Star Alliance airlines, such as
Lufthansa, Swiss and Austrian airlines offer
their passengers the Business Booster Today
magazine via the e-journal system to
download and read for their business flights.
As founders of the Business Booster Today
magazine, we are obsessed with our vision to
empower 20 million people to take their
business to the next level. As such, we have
created a podcast called ?The Growth
Zone?, which provides insights into business,
marketing, sales, innovation, team building,
startups, procurement, events, exhibitions and
business solutions. Top leader s are
inter viewed so they can highlight trends and
their market positioning.
During the fir st quar ter of 2020, we have
created collaborative efforts, which allows us
to aim for providing our readers magazine
editions that focus on certain niche areas.
These limited editions will only be offered
ever y 3 year s. In the pipeline are limited
editions on the ?Fintech? industry, and other
innovative and upcoming industries.
Together with other experienced marketing

and branding organizations, we offer
businesses the opportunities to gain
recognition for their innovative and
forward-thinking approach to contributing to
the market place.
The Booster Awar ds highlights innovative
companies and individuals. They are
outstanding because they design their products
and processes to reduce the impact on the
environment while contributing to
human/animal well-being.
Entrepreneurs, innovators, thought leaders
have all one thing in coming: They embr ace
the change, and keep an eye on what is
coming next. Change is something that keeps
successful entrepreneurs and leaders excited
and is not something to be resisted. And that
readiness for change only comes with a bigger
purpose, a clar ity that you gain when you
look over the clouds and step outside the
boundaries.
Business Boosters are change makers,
disruptors and entrepreneurs with a vision. We
give a voice to people, products and br ands.
We not only build brands; we make them
known!
With the edition of the Business Booster
Today Magazine and our upcoming special
editions, we are showcasing
conscious-dr iven entrepreneur s, leading
CEOs, thinktanks and influencer s and are
providing a platform to share knowledge, to
build bridges and to feature the movers and
shakers of the business world.
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INSIGHTS ABOUT LEADERSHIP,
ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND WHY OUR
THOUGHTS MATTER
BY SUE BAUM GAERTNER-BARTSCH (GERM ANY)

In this upcoming exclusive interview, Sue
Baumgärtner-Bartsch speaks with Dr. John
DeMartini, world-renowned specialist in
human behavior, entrepreneur, leadership
expert, author and business consultant, about
the topics of leadership, entrepreneurship and
how to grow lives and businesses to greater
heights.
Dr. Demartini is considered one of the world's
leading authorities on human behavior and
personal development. He is the founder of
the Demartini Institute and has trademarked
certain methodologies in human development,
the primary two being the Demartini Method
and the Demartini Value Determination

Process. Demartini has appeared in several
films, including The Secret in 2006. He has
also appeared in several documentaries and
including Peter Rodger?s?s 2009 film ?Oh my
god? and ?Overfed & Undernourished in
2014.
Sue BB: Based upon your study &
exper ience, distinguished doctor, are
leader s bor n or developed?
Dr. Demartini:
Well that's a good question. A very common
historical question. I think it's a combination
of both. There are definite leaders who at a
very young age have awaken their leadership

capacities by becoming clearer about what's
really valuable to them and living in
alignment and congruent with a set of values
which give them confidence and raises their
executive function at a very young age.
Others waffle around through their life
subordinating to the people around them;
comparing themselves to others clouds the
clarity of what's really deeply meaningful to
them and takes time to develop the skills to
eventually become congruent.
But I believe that everybody has the capacity
to waken up a leadership role in the area that
they value most. That could be raising a

family, building a business, doing social
causes, a metaphysical spiritual quest,
existential quest etc. It could be any area of
life it doesn't have to be only business in order
to be a leader.
Sue BB: As I like to say, entrepreneur s are
people on a mission. People have a big
vision who want to make an impact in this
wor ld.
What are three of the most impor tant skills
that an entrepreneur must live and wor k by
as we move throughout 2020 and beyond?
Dr.Demartini:
The bottom line is that as an entrepreneur, you
have to find out and care enough about
humanity to find out what is truly the real
greatest voids, needs, problems or challenges
that face human beings, and target the ones
that align with what you value most.
This means that you can't wait to get up in the

morning and be of service. And they can't
wait to get that service because it's a need that
many people have.
Sometimes, entrepreneurs have an ideology
that they start with something they think is
important to them and they project it onto
society and assume society wants what they
want. And that may be the case in some cases,
but sometimes you have to care enough and
kind of equilibria yourself enough to go find
out what people's needs truly are. Once you
tackle that niche, you're relentless in the
pursuit of solving the problems for people and
finding a product, service or idea that is filling
some sort of a solution to somebody?s
problem. And if you don't do that there's no
business! Refining the articulation and
marketing and sales and communications in
terms of people's values is the key to getting a
demand that you can then fill with a supply.
And so, the key one is to care enough about
humanity to find out what truly is needed in

the market.
The second one is finding out what you can't
wait to get up and get so inspired by that you
want to deliver it. You must have a relentless
pursuit regardless of pain and pleasure in the
pursuit of it as an entrepreneur.
And number three is to maintain equity within
yourself and equity between you and them.
So, you have a sustainable fair exchange
transaction that's consistent and builds
momentum to lead as an example, as an
entrepreneur.
Sue BB: OK , so the bottom line is that
entrepreneur s need to provide something
that society and people need and want and
that they in retur n are really passionate
about to deliver. But has that somehow
changed over the year s as we move
throughout 2020 and beyond, or is it almost
like there's a univer sal pr inciple gover ning
these three components?
BUSINESS BOOSTER TODAY MAGAZINE 7

Dr.Demartini:
Well these principles are universal. But you
have to keep current and you have to be on the
lookout. You have to care enough about
humanity to listen attentively to what the
current needs are. And some things are fixed
and some things are slightly variable and
some things are radically changing. And you
just have to find where your niche is and find
out the degree of change and keep current
with it and keep innovating and doing it.
The key as an entrepreneur is to articulate on a
daily basis what is the highest priority action,
the number one thing, you can be doing today
that is highest priority that could serve the
8 BUSINESSBOOSTERTODAY.COM

greatest number of people most effectively
efficiently with the resources you have. And if
you stick to highest priority things, if you fill
your day with high priority actions that inspire
you, your day doesn't fill up with low priority
distractions that don't.
And when you do that, your blood glucose
notch goes into the executive center and
wakes up inspired vision strategic planning,
executing plans, and self-governance which is
exemplified creation of a real leader which
expands space and time horizons, innovates
creativity and gives permission to go out and
be a disruptor.
But if you're not filling your day with high

priority action and you're comparing yourself
to others, you're going to go down into your
amygdala with the glucose oxygen blood and
you're gonna end up with impulse and instinct
and skewed subjectively biased perceptions
you are going to exaggerate yourself to the
market or minimize yourself to the market
which then you will sacrifice your profits.
You have to maintain objectivity which occurs
when you live by your highest values, highest
priorities, that will serve the greatest number
of people. Bill Gates asks himself daily what
is the most important thing I can be doing
with the resources I have today to serve the
greatest number of people.

Sue BB: What is the biggest lesson you
have lear nt in your life?
Dr.Demartini:
When I was 27 years old, I opened up a
business in a practice. I was already a
professional speaker but I opened up a clinical
healing arts practice and I realized by age 28
that I was doing too many things and scattered
myself. So, I got a book by McKinsey called
?The Time Trap?, and I read that book inside
out and I then decided I was going to go on a
mission to delegate everything. Within 18
months from that book, my business went
tenfold while I was doing only what I really
love to do.

Dr.Demartini:
When I was 17, I was meeting a great teacher
that inspired me and that was the beginning of
my speaking career actually 47 almost 48
years ago. I realized that our inner most
dominant thought becomes our outermost
tangible reality and our innermost dominant
thought is an expression and reflection of
what we value most. It filters our decisions in

business items. And when you live
concurrently, you see synchronous
opportunities and your reality starts to
manifest what you're thinking about.
You'll have long term vision and you'll sustain
and you'll persevere towards achievement.
You have to be reminded on things low in
your values but you never have to be
reminded to do things that are high. If you do

And I just expanded. I just hired people and
just gave quality people the opportunity to do
it. That way, I could focus on the highest
priority actions that produce the most income
that serve the greatest number of people. And
I never turned back.
I made a list of everything that I was doing in
a day, personal and professional. I wrote a
column of how much does it produce per hour
what is the actual productivity per dollar per
hour, and then I wrote next to it the meaning
that it gives. On a 1 to 10 scale how much
meaning does it provide?
Sometimes, I would sacrifice profit for
meaning and vice versa. Then I asked myself
how much would it cost to delegate that and
hire somebody to do a quality job equal to
what I could do. This would not just include
salary, but every cost, i.e. training cost,
insurance etc.
And when I did that, I was going to delegate
first, second, third, fourth, and I just organized
it and one by one hired the people to release
me. Every time I did, the labor value
increased my profits, expanded my business
globally, and it was a quite amazing
transformation.
All the symptoms of business are feedback
mechanisms to guide us to our most authentic
highest priority action, which serves the
greatest number of people most efficiently.
Everything in business is a feedback to try to
get us to be profound entrepreneurs serving
people.
So, yes, that book changed my life!
Sue BB: Thank you for shar ing this lesson.
I t shows what 1 book can sometimes do to
people! Now, I have j ust recently had this
conver sation with Douglas Ver meeren,
movie producer of ?How thoughts become
things?, and I under stand that you are par t
of this movie that's going to be launched at
the end of M arch 2020. Can you share with
us why our thoughts are so impor tant?

our actions and our thoughts are a reflection
of what we value most.

that you will automatically have your thoughts
become things.

For example, if we are setting goals,
attentions, and intentions to live by what we
value most, we do not have to be motivated to
be reminded to think about what's important.
We just spontaneously think about what we're
focused on and because of that the brain filters
our sensory reality and allows us to see things
that reflect what's most valuable to us. And if
you're a mother with children you will spot in
the mall children's items.

Sue BB: What have you seen in people's
lives when they changed their thinking?
M aybe specifically how that improved their
lives?

If you're an entrepreneur and in that same mall
you won't see children's eyes, you'll see

Dr.Demartini:
People who start to prioritize their life and
start to have inner most dominant thoughts
becoming their realities, have more gratitude
in life. They're more energized in life. They're
more flexible they're more resilient, more
adaptable. They have used stress not distress.
BUSINESS BOOSTER TODAY MAGAZINE 9

They are more adaptable and because of that
they are more objective and easier to get along
with. They are not emotionally reactive
individuals.
Instead, they are proactive individuals that are
clear about a mission and they exemplify
what's possible as a human being and they
magnetically attract people, places, things,
ideas, and events into their life that align to
what they're up to.
They are magnetic. People will label them as
charismatic, because they're fulfilling their
values innately by demonstrating what's
possible as a human being. By living
congruently by what's really valuable to us, it
will awaken that leadership skill as an
entrepreneur.
We are rewarded, because every human being
wants to live authentically. So, you magnetize
opportunity and resources and purchases, and
your entrepreneur pathway is opened up and
builds momentum. And so, I'm a firm believer
in living by priority as you probably can sense
by this conversation. That's what becomes
things and that's how your actions become
realities.
Sue BB: What or who has influenced your
10 BUSINESSBOOSTERTODAY.COM

thinking and life?
Dr.Demartini:
There's been thousands. I can't give one. I've
read 30000 books and all the authors have an
influence on me. But when I was 14 years old,
I was hitchhiking from Houston, Texas to Los
Angeles and that was back in the 60s. And I
just happened to be passing through El Paso
Texas and I was getting attacked by a bunch
of cowboys in the street because I was a surfer
with a surfboard passing through El Paso
Texas which didn't match that place.
That's a cowboy town and I got attacked and I
figured out how to navigate through the whole
thing and I came out on the other side and
there was a guy laughing, leaning on
lampposts who saw me and he came up to me.
He put his hand on my shoulder and he said:
?Son, that was the funniest thing I've ever
seen. Can I buy you a Coca-Cola or
coffee first??
I said "Yeah". So, we went up to the small
shop and I chatted with this guy. He was just
some guy on the street, I thought and after I
sat with him for a few minutes and he bought
me a Coke, he said:

"I want you to come with me. I'm going to
teach you something."
And I was a little hesitant but I followed the
guy and he took me to a downtown El Paso
library. He brought me into the library and put
my surfboard at the front and had a lady take
care of it.
We went to the library and he sat me down at
a table and he went off to the bookshelves and
came back with two books. And then he said:
?I want to teach you two or three things
here young man and you got to promise
me you'll never forget this: Never judge a
book by its cover. It'll fool you. Don't be
fooled by appearance. Do your due
diligence and find deeper meaning so
don't judge by superficial things?, he said.
"You probably look at me and think I'm
some guy in the street but I'm one of the
wealthiest men in the world. I have
everything that money can buy. I have
cars and planes and businesses and
homes and everything.", he said.
And I thought well, he looked as if he could
die in the street. But if he says this that's fine.
And then he took my hand and he put it on top

areas, different specialties, different fields.
Nobel Prize winners to great business leaders
to financial leaders. Amazing people I've had
the opportunity to meet. There's so many of
them.
Sue BB: Well thank you so much for
shar ing all these exper iences, tur ning
points in your life, that opened the path up
to new thinking and new wisdom. What is
the biggest wish that you have for the movie
" How thoughts become things" ?
Dr.Demartini:
I want people to give themselves permission
to do something extraordinary in life and to
realize the power of their mind and their
thoughts.
Ralph Waldo Emerson said: ?Envious
ignorance and imitation are suicide.? If we
care enough to respect another individual to
communicate what we value in terms of what
they value, we go everywhere.
And that is an important principle. Therefore,
I think that movie is designed to assist us in
the power of what thoughts can do. You know
our innermost human thought does impact
what we perceive, what we decide what we do
and we can create. We have the capacity to do
something extraordinary on this planet with
our thoughts.
It was Einstein that said if you're a cat
expecting to be like a fish you're going to beat
yourself up because you're not swimming well
or, if you're a fish expecting to climb a tree
like a cat you are going to beat yourself
because you can't climb well. If you honor
your self as a cat or honor yourself as a fish
you'll do extremely well.

of the two books and he said:
"Young man, you?ll learn how to read
boy. And you learn how to read because
there's only two things they can never
take away from you in your life. They can
take away your possessions, they can take
away your loved ones, they can take away
lots of things, but they can never take
away your love and wisdom."
He put my hand on two books by Plato and
Aristotle.
I never forgot that this gentleman turned out
to be Howar d Hughes. He was there doing an
El Paso Natural Gas deal in El Paso at the
time for a brewery he was building in Austin
Texas. He just happened to be there on that
day. I was in a synchronous mood. I'm always
at the right place, at the right time to meet the
right people to make the right deal.

And in the process of doing it that had an
impact on my life because my cufflinks say
?love and wisdom? today. I'm dedicated to
love and wisdom. I sign every e-mail with
love and wisdom and I've dedicated my life to
doing what I love and gaining wisdom.
That guy had an impact on my life. Then at
17, I had another impact by a German named
Paul Br agg who was the one that helped me
overcome my learning problems and made me
believe that I could overcome them and learn
how to read, because I was a high school
dropout living on the streets as a teenager and
by God. I started on a journey to learn how to
overcome my learning problems and speaking
problems. Here I am now a scholar and a
speaker so that gentleman had a major impact.

If people honor their own hier archy of values
and live congressionally by and allow the
inner most dominant thought to be expressed,
they will do extraordinary momentum
building with actions that serve vast numbers
of people. And that is very fulfilling in life.
Service is part of our equation if we want a
fulfilling life.
To get more inspiration from Dr. Demartini, or
to take the ?Deter mine your values? test, go
to his website: https://drdemartini.com/

Now all along the way, I had many of them
including my own family, my parents, but I
had many mentors along the way in different
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INSIGHTS BY FRANZ CHEN ON THE
IMPORTANCE OF ART IN LIFE AND BUSINESS
A closer look behind the man who is the founder of the world-renowned Franz Collection Inc.

BY SUE BAUM GAERTNER-BARTSCH (GERM ANY)
Franz Chen (Chen Li-Heng) is a successful
artistic entrepreneur. Following three decades
of experience in OEM and ODM as the
chairman of Seagull Group, Mr. Chen created
his propr ietar y FRANZ br and in 2001.
The Franz Collection?s logo and name are
derived from Chen?s German name, ?Franz.?
Because Chen displayed many of the
characteristics associated with the name
Franz, such as freedom and creativity, his
German professor decided to bestow this
name.
The three elements of the logo are an abstract
seagull, the name ?Franz? and the Chen
family seal. Together, they stand for the
confidence and ambition of the man behind
the porcelain. It is his personal guarantee that
FRANZ artworks will always be high-quality
art pieces of exquisite beauty.
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Sue BB: M r. Chen, your vision of the Fr anz
Collection is to nur ture in ever yone an
awareness of the beauty and creativity
present in each moment, to guide each
per son to appreciate ar t more deeply, and
to demonstr ate how to integr ate ar t into
ever yday life.
Why is this so impor tant that we integr ate
ar t into our lives AND businesses?
Mr. Franz Chen:
Art should go into a person?s life. I encourage
people to create art and to appreciate art more.
Art is a big part of life. If a person is artistic,
then this person is much more welcomed, and
life will be more fun for sure. Integrating art
into life is not so easy. Edgar Degas once said:
?Art is not what you see. Art is what you
make others see.?
But art should not only be integrated into life.

Business could also be very artistic.
First of all, we have to define what art is. Art
for me is a creation, an innovation. The most
important aspect of this creation is to touch
the hear t. If your music or your painting is
not to touch anyone?s heart, it has no
meaning!
Secondly, art is to inspire imagination. Some
art may not touch your heart, but it may
inspire you.
The third aspect is that art should enr ich lives,
to create something for people to appreciate,
to take home and to decorate the home. This
will bring good energy into the home. If you
have, for example, guests in your house, and
you show them the pieces of art, tell the story
about this piece, so your life is enriched, then
you create a good feeling and people will start
appreciating it more.

Young people should challenge themselves
to talk to strangers, to not be shy but be
customer-oriented. Having an understanding
of people and how to communicate with
different types of people to showcase your
ideas is one of the foundations in order to
create a successful business.
Sue BB: As the CEO of a company,
business leader s have different ways of
leading the company and its employees to
greater heights.
What do you offer your employees that
other CEOs are not offer ing?
Mr. Franz Chen:

The fourth point is that ar t has to be unique,
and making others see is the key.
If we understand art, the business has to be
artistic too. In the B2C world, where
businesses work with consumers, like the
Franz collection, our brand wants to touch
people?s hearts, so they can become our fans.
That means business is successful if people
are promoting our ar t, if we inspire them, if
they think it is unique. We always have to
ask: Did we do a good job? Every piece has a
story behind it and it is our duty to interpret it
adequately and make people see it and
understand the content of this piece.
Sue BB: The br and str ives to create per fect
wor ks by combining the power s of
technology for tr uth, culture for kindness,
and ar t for beauty.
How do these three pillar s play a role in
business and in creating success?
Mr. Franz Chen:
Technique in business means that your
technology, or technique has to be advanced
or a little bit ahead of your competition. If
you have very good material, you can
enhance the energy for example. Our products
do not only follow our tr aditional way. Our
products have to be unique. This is why we
encourage our employees to find a new way
of making them, such as looking for new
techniques, new machines, new processes etc.

harmony.
Sue BB: The young gener ation of
upcoming entrepreneur s often str ive for
becoming their own boss, creating their
own business. Often times, people follow
the latest trends, looking for shor tcuts in
business in or der to become successful.

We set up the organization not so
bureaucratic. We try to make it very flat. We
are almost equal to each other. Although I am
the owner of the company, the founder, we
have what I call a ?round management?,
where everyone feels they are equal. There is
no fear to anyone. People feel more freedom
to speak out, and are more courageous to try
new things. They are not afraid of failure. No
one needs to hide and we can talk equally.
That is why they feel being respected and
stick with the company. Our company?s
slogan is ?Loving, caring, sharing, meaning
we are like a family.

What does it take in your opinion to create
success, and thus financial wealth?

Sue BB: When you are not tr avelling for
business meetings, which countr ies/places
do you still want to visit and why?

Mr. Franz Chen:

Mr. Franz Chen:

The young generation is facing a lot of
competition, and they tr y to become famous
immediately. Every human being is maybe
looking for that. But it is not easy. I encourage
young people to be creative. Only through
your own creation can you touch people?s
hear ts. But young people need to learn how
to communicate with other people and with
their own potential capabilities. Young people
have to be brave to talk to others, to find a
way to interpret your idea, to find out if the
idea is workable and if the idea will be
welcomed or not.

Germany is my first choice. I love Germany.
Especially, there is a small castle ?Rothenburg
an der Tauber?. This is the most interesting
town for me. Back 20 years ago, I said to
myself, this is the town, when I reach
retirement where I would like to stay in.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chen for your
time and your insights on business, arts and
how to combine both successfully in order to
create more appreciation, harmony and beauty
in this world. We look forward to welcoming
you in Germany soon! The castle is waiting
for you!

An ar tistic entrepreneur starts his artworks
from kindness. That means this piece already
has a good energy because it comes from the
heart. A piece with this kind of loving, caring,
sharing idea means that this piece could be a
successful piece. People can immediately feel
it.
Beauty is so important, because once you
have artistic artwork, it means beauty to
everyone, and very easily you will create
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CONSCIOUS ACTIONS TO ELIMINATE
SUBCONSCIOUS OBJECTIONS
BY AL DRI N-DAVI D VERBURGT (THE NETHERL ANDS)
You want to look your best to maximize the
chance to be accepted, to be taken seriously,
to get that deal, get the right attention so
people that matter will listen to what you have
to share?

an important event, a job interview, a casting,
being in the spotlights watched by thousands,
receiving an acknowledgement or an award,
attending an anniversary or a wedding or
perhaps even a first date.

It?s exactly that brief and crucial moment of
merely seconds when you are, unconsciously,
being judged by the naked eye. This is innate
human behavior.

How can you maximize your moment of
non-ver bal communication? The only
powerful tool that you have is your personal
grooming and styling, supported by body
language. If you represent a company or- as
an entrepreneur- when you?re the face of your
company, making a great first impression is
essential!

Speech is your asset in communication. What
about that moment before you open your
mouth, carefully choosing fancy, impressive
vocabulary? All you have is your own
physique.
Non-ver bal communication is an
underestimated ar t. Imagine yourself having
14 BUSINESSBOOSTERTODAY.COM

If you think that fashion is the only other
way to communicate non-ver bally, think
again! People always look for reasons not to

do business with you. So, let?s eliminate their
subconscious objections!
Important is that you make constructive
lifestyle habits today so you can reap the
benefits in the near future, every day. You
have the potential to make your life healthier,
to feel great and look even better!
I?m convinced that a holistic approach is
key. It?s about self-love through health,
nutrition, exercise, and personal body care.
Once you have these important basics
covered, your self-confidence will skyrocket!

You can only make a first impression once,
make sure it?s impeccable! How do you do

that? By treating your body like a temple.
L et me share with you 8 ways of
subconscious communication that attr ibute
to your outer success before you star t
talking:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Nutr ition? Who cares you might
say? Well, think about it again.
Your body needs essential nutrients
like vitamins, minerals, protein,
fats, carbohydrates and water. Stay
away from processed foods! These
contain too much sugars, salt and
saturated fats that your body will
store as unnecessary fat.
Being active has been shown to
have many health benefits, both
physically and mentally. Exercising
regularly improves your mood. It
produces changes in parts of the
brain that regulate stress and
reduces anxiety. When you burn
more calories than you eat daily you
will also burn fat which results in
weight loss. That can be through
walking, running, biking,
swimming or weightlifting.
Difficult?! Confidence works better
than any diet!
Sleep is underestimated. Our body
needs rest so it can recharge and
restore all your bodily functions so
we wake up well rested, fresh and
with focus the next day. Honor your
natural bio-rhythm. Six to eight
hours of sleep every night ideally.
You?ll feel the difference!
Treat your biggest or gan, your
skin, with care! Especially parts
that are constantly exposed to the
elements of life like your face, neck
and hands. There?s an important
?Trinity?to adopt easily in your
daily care and grooming ritual.

5.

Dress well! Whatever you wear
should fit your body. Nothing
oversized or too tight. Customize
your outfit to balance out uneven
proportions so your physique will
regain symmetry.

Use colors that match the complexion of your
skin. Choose a fashion style that complements
your persona but also matches the
environment that you need to be in. Business
or casual are very different styles. Choose the

right outfit for the right occasion. Situational
awareness.
6.

This daily r itual consists of ?Cleanse M oistur ise ? Protect?:
Cleanse the skin of your face twice.
There are specific mild facial
cleansers available that are less
harsh than soap.
II. Moisturize your face for a smooth,
radiant and healthy-looking skin
feeling soft and comfortable.
III. Protect your skin with a Sun
Protection Factor. Your skin needs
sunlight but we easily get
overexposed. Without skin
protection this leads to premature
skin-ageing, and dramatically
increases the chance of getting
skin-cancer. Ageing is natural,
looking your age is a choice!

that we live in today our nutrition,
especially processed foods, doesn?t
have the nutritional value that it
used to have. It?s recommended to
complement our meals, ideally fresh
and home-cooked, with extra
vitamins that our current nutrition
might lack. Most people seem to
have a deficit in Vitamin C, Vitamin
D, Omega-3 and Magnesium.
Adding these daily will contribute
in healthy growth and absorption of
other vitamins and minerals,

I.

7.

Your hair style, j ust like your
outfit, is a direct reflection of
your self. This should both
emphasize your personality and
character. Essential is not only how
you have your hair cut but how you
style it! Have your hair cut
regularly and touch up your hair
color monthly to remain looking
fresh and well taken care of. Your
hair color should complement your
natural skin complexion. Make-up
is another extension of styling
congruency. Educate yourself and
use quality products that leave your
skin fresh and bright. Play with
color but focus on emphasizing
your strongest features; balance out
the symmetry and beauty of your
face. How you show up matters!
Eating healthy is a challenge.
Supplementation is important next
to a balanced diet. In the fast world

8.

managing and preventing heart
disease, the development and
restoration of our all our body
tissues. Especially for our heart,
brain, bones, nerves, muscles,
glucose/protein/energy levels, skin,
immune system and to lower
inflammation sensitivity.
L imit stress and be mindful. Take
time for yourself every day. Read,
play or listen to music, share
moments with beloved and meet up
with friends. Do something that
makes you happy and turns a smile
on your face. Creativity and
laughter are key.

These conscious acts in your daily life will
contribute to a strong, healthy, attractive,
super-confident and self-assured you. I t also
leaves a likeable, memor able and
ready-4-success impression in only seconds.
All of this you will accomplish before you
verbally start to share your personality,
character and skills. It?s all about positive,
subconscious communication.
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HAVE THE COURAGE TO BE DIFFERENT
AN IN-DEPTH INTERVIEW WITH UTE PATEL-MISSFELDT
BY SUE BAUM GÄRTNER-BARTSCH (GERM ANY)

Ever since she was a little girl her exceptional
charming personality has been attracting all
kinds of people into her life. Her talent of
drawing and her extraordinary creativity in
many areas of art led her early on to her desire
to make a living out of it.
Ute Patel-Missfeldt had an eye for for ms,
color s and the ability to draw and create.
Against all odds of following a traditional
career, she wanted to move beyond the
boundaries, beyond just numbers, and so she
followed her passion. Her dr ive, will power
and vanguar d talent became the fuel to
overcome life?s obstacles and challenges, and
resulted in a successful and celebr ated ar tist
locally in Germany and globally all around the
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?Kaiser Porcelain? and the company ?Franz
Collection Inc.? in Taiwan, and interior
design. She has even been called the guru of
the art of silk painting by the media.

world.

Isabel Patel with Ute P.M.

Her works of art reach from painting on silk,
water colors on paper and silk, and pastel
drawings all the way to porcelain design for

Ute has been awar ded numerous ar t and
cultur al pr izes, such as the ?Culture price?
2004, of the city of Neuburg at the Danube
river. She is the author of well over 40
specialized painting books, silk water color,
caricatures etc. for newspapers. For 10 years,
Ute has been the Director and Art director as
well as the designer for costumes of the
Austrian Danube Festival.
Above all this, she has always had a hear t for
people, especially those that needed help and
support from others. This specifically reflects

in her engagements for an Indian Women?s
Organization, for which she has received the
fir st pr ize by UNESCO. She travelled the
world, had exhibitions with the Goethe
Institute in the USA, exhibitions with Dali
and Picasso. And last but not least, she has
been married to the inter national renowned
sur geon, urologist, philosopher and photo
ar tist Professor Dr. Vallabhbhai Patel and
they have 4 children together.

Residence in Munich Germany, you know life
has a bigger purpose in store. This is where I
met Ute Patel-Missfeldt for the first time. This
encounter led to our gathering at her castle,
hours of deep conversations about her life, her

Ute has been on TV numerous times, been
interviewed by radio stations, and the TV
station ?Bayer n 3? in Germany made a movie
about her life, which has been airing all
around the world. ?Be different? is one of her
philosophies. Because of her tremendous
energy and passion to be different and to help
others, she brought back an almost forgotten
profession - that of a hat maker. Milliners
could not wish for a better and more
passionate representative than Mrs. Patel
Missfeldt.
Since 1998, her famous hat show ?Mut zum
Hut?, ?Courage for hats is the wor ld?s lar gest
selling venue for hats with about 15.000 hats
present. Milliners and hat designers from all
over the world get a chance to meet each
other, always on the last weekend of
September in the beautiful Residence Castle
in Neuburg at the Danube river in Bavaria,
Germany.
When you get invited for a royal event at the

exclusive inter view:
Sue BB: M r s. Patel- M issfeldt, you are not
only an awar d-winning ar tist, author of
over 40 specialist books, and a wor ld
citizen, but in my opinion a tr ue
entrepreneur. I say that entrepreneur s are
people on a mission, people in movement,
and people who want to change and create
something; a per son with a mission and a
message.
Can you explain what the deeper message
is, if any, behind your wor ld recognized
fashion show ?M ut zum Hut? (?Cour age
for hats?)?
Ute PM: Aside from the sense of beauty and
art, I have always believed that women should
be confident enough in their inner and outer
appearance. In making the statement to wear
a beautiful hat, women are starting to believe
in their inner power and making this world a
more beautiful place. Wearing a hat gives a
woman confidence!

art, her work, business and relationships. It is
people like Ute who set an example and
inspire many people around the world with
her works of art and her philosophy of life.
Today, I will share with you, straight from the
castle of Grünau, some of the insights into
Ute?s life, and why she does what she does.
Below is our exchange of this wor ld

Since Initiating the fashion show for hats, I
can see how women have enjoyed wearing
hats. In addition, the yearly venue has allowed
the profession of hat makers to be rebuilt.
When you look at it, it is a profession that was
at the border of extinction. But it has revived,
and people love it. It makes me happy to see
this development. And when women do get
compliments wearing a beautiful hat, they
Wall painting - Roses on Silk

become joyful and beautiful again.

Blue Poppy on Silk

Interestingly enough, over the past few years,
men have heard and observed so much about
our hat venue, that they decided it is time to
join the event as well. Now, we have both
women and men wearing, attending and
buying their tailor-made hats, and feeling
great and beautiful wearing them. These
exquisite hats are so unique, distinct and
beautiful, that you have to try one out, get a
tailor-fitted one and wear it in order to get this
experience.

Sue BB: What a power ful message. To be
cour ageous enough to follow your dreams,
your passion and to be confident in your
own being. What do you see, when people
wear beautiful clothes, or beautiful hats,
and what impression do we perceive?

Sue BB: When I talk to women or men,
they say that a hat is only for cer tain
people. They believe you have to have a
cer tain hat shape in or der to wear it. What
do you think about these obj ections?
Ute PM: I always say: Every person is unique,
and therefore, for every human being there is
a distinct hat. The hats are hand-made and
tailored to each individual buying one. ?For
every head there is a hat!? I know it takes
courage to follow your own dreams and goals.

sometimes you have to be unique, but
sometimes you just have to be you. And when
you wear a hat that is especially made for you,
and you show your personality, your
character, women and men start to accept who
they are, and that they can feel comfortable
and beautiful.

Ute PM: There is a difference between being
confident and being arrogant. Wearing a hat
gives women and men confidence. What does
this mean? It means to know what you are
doing, to be comfortable in your own skin and
to show your beauty and personality.

It takes courage to stand for something in this
world. Sometimes, you have to be bold,

There is a distinction however between being
confident and being arrogant. Being confident
means that you are interested in other people.
Being arrogant shows that you only care for

Ute Patel-Missfeldt - In the Glas House

yourself. This is a huge difference. Being
confident means to ask the right questions, or
to ask why am I thinking the way I think? A
confident person is open enough to care for
other people, open to hear you and open to
connect.
Sue BB: L ooking back on your j our ney
from when you father wanted you to become
a sales cler k for cheese to where you are
today, the impact you have made and the
success you have ear ned, what does success
mean to you?
Ute PM: Success is when others can take part
in it, can participate in it. As I like to say: ?1 +
1 = 3?. Together we are more.
Sue BB: I n our Wester n society, it is often
perceived that in or der to be successful that
you have to be financially r ich. You have to
be wealthy. I f you could give young people,
who are j ust star ting out to ear n a living,
and young entrepreneur s any advice, what
would you tell them?
Ute PM: Success does not come to those who

only do something because of the money. I tell
young entrepreneurs to not do something only
because of the financial gain luring around the
corner. It does not work. I say, success happens
when you are already successful and you get
more, or when in poverty and you do not have
enough money. Because when you have little
money only, you will start to become creative.
I say that is important to always get input from
other people. When I married my husband
Vallabh, whose family lives in India, I travelled
a lot not to India alone but also to other
countries. In I ndia, people think differently,
and it is in that different thinking, that you get
to experience and hear and see new
per spectives on life, and on how people do
business.
Another important thing is that whenever you
start something new, be it as a young
entrepreneur or later on, is to not be
disappointed if something does not work out
right away. Sometimes, you have to go in a
different or another direction. It is important to
not give up. And it is equally important in

Tulip Vase - Design for Franz Collection Inc.

business and life to ask the r ight questions.
I often tell people that it is important to be
passionate for something, to have that inner fire
to do or move something forward.
Don?t be average. Ask yourself if this or that
exists already. Become creative and think
Room Decoration - Cartoon on Silk

unthinkable thoughts.
Sue BB: Wait a minute Ute, this is a
phr ase I have to repeat again: To
think unthinkable thoughts. Wow,
this is a statement that is so
unbelievably power ful. I n or der to
star t something fresh and new that
has never been done before, we have
to star t thinking beyond the obvious
and think the unthinkable. I believe
that ever ybody who is reading and
reflecting about this sentence will
already star t a process of change. I f
we only do what ever yone does, you

are saying nothing new will happen,
no innovation, only stagnancy and
sameness?
Ute PM: Exactly, when we always do
what we have done, we always get the
same result, the same reaction, the
same happenings. We need to be more
than that.
Sue BB: So, when we do not do, we
stay still. What role does movement
play in your life?
Ute PM: Movement for me means to
create something new, where we can

Tablet - Cartoon on Silk

take others with us and create something
bigger, something original.
Sue BB: When I read your book ?The
pleasure of being different?, there were
times that were tough in your life. There
were times, when things did not go
easily. How did you deal with rej ection
and failures?
Ute PM: My attitude has always been not
to dwell on the past, not to speak too
much about it but to instead concentrate
on the positive things in life. If something
did not work out, or did not go well, I slept
one night over it, drew my lessons and
went a new direction. Failure does not have
a place inside of me. It is rather questions
that I ask myself, such as: ?Did I do
enough??
Sue BB: What are your values in your
life, or philosophy that you live by?
Ute PM: My philosophy for life is always
to make sure that I do not disturb someone,
hurt someone or cause damage to
something or someone and to enhance the
happiness in people?s lives.
Sue BB: I remember reading the stor y
when you were on the road tr avelling
with two of your children by car and a
?color ful I ndian? (your husband), and
you came to the bor der patrol and were
asked all sor ts of questions. You have
Ute Patel-Missfeldt in the jury of the Franz Collection Inc. in Peking
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time again and again come across with
those let me call it ?bor der line
exper iences?, and you were able to disr upt
those perceptions of the nor ms and
standar ds. Why has this always been
impor tant to you?
Ute PM: I love it when I can help other
people. All my life, I was told that I was not
beautiful. Therefore, it has been difficult to
build confidence. I decided to dress myself
par ticular ly beautiful and extr aor dinar y,
because I do not want to be put into a box. I
do not like to follow strange rules, such as
?red wine goes with dark meat?. Sweet wine
or half-dry, it does not matter which colour.
Dry wine is not my cup of tea.
It is important for me to get in touch with
people and to connect, but also to show
others their intolerance at times. Wearing a
hat, for instance, can also be seen as being
provocative. But then again, when people
make strange comments or give me a strange
look, I talk to them and say: ?Do I disturb
you??, ?Did I hurt you? If you do not ask
you will not get an answer.
Either you have a dog or you a wearing a
hat. Both help to get in touch with each other
and to connect with others. I enjoy to get in
touch with others!
Sue BB: Today, after more than 20 year s
of the wor ld?s greatest hat and j ewelr y
show that you initiated called ?M ut zum
Hut?, ?Cour age for hats? has 110
exhibitor s from all over the wor ld and up
to 6000 visitor s. There are not only super
star models showing off their unique hats
on the red car pet, but models and people
por tr aying the real life: cor pulent, thin,
tall, small, housewives, entrepreneur s,
teacher s and ever ything else. What is it
that you want to tell the wor ld?
Ute PM: Have courage in life. Have the
courage to be different. Have the courage to
change, and have the courage to be creative
and innovative!
Sue BB: As we come to a close of this
ar ticle, can you share a quote to conclude
this inter view?
Ute PM: ?If you think you are too small to
move something in this world, then you
never had a mosquito in your bed.?

To find out more about Ute Patel-Missfeldt
go to:
www.mutzumhut.de/en/
www.ute-patel-missfeldt.de/biographie.html
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HOW SAAS SOLUTIONS ARE HELPING
AIRFIELD & AIRPORT OPERATORS
BY CHRI STI AN BARTSCH (GERM ANY)
The aviation industry often complains of high
fuel and security related costs. Small airfield
and airport operators are challenged by the
growing complexity of the necessary security
to prevent terrorist attacks and aircraft theft.
Managing a small airport can be quite a
complex operation as the range of equipment
and staff needed is in a small scale but does
not often allow for a big position in
procurement negotiations. Keeping such a
business profitable is often dependent on the
amount of aircraft operators that are willing to
offer flights from and to that airport. Across
Europe and North America we do see now
operators getting into financial difficulties
when small airlines move their base away
from those small airports or go out of
business. Even a large airline that operates a
commuter services via that airport can cancel
that route and inadvertibly push the airport

operator into insolvency.
Nevertheless, there are plenty of small airports
that manage to survive and expand into
profitable niches. They manage to attract
corporates who base their company aircrafts
and thereby take advantage of the airport
facility that is near their local manufacturing
facilities.
By offering aircraft maintenance services,
these companies make use of the lower
ground fees and the attractive opportunity of
getting the aircraft services while it is not
needed.

suffer the high cost of purchasing and keeping
alive the assortment of software tools they
need to run on their premises. While the
"Software as a Service" concept has matured
over the last 15 years, the needs of complex
businesses drive the movement away from
horizontal to vertical solutions. Big market
leaders such as Microsoft (Azure) and
Amazon (AWS) provide with their cloud
infrastructure a reliable platform (PaaS) for
the SaaS Solution Providers who focus on
such particular industries. ?

Until recently, small operators had to rely on
an information technology that does not really
integrate with each other properly. That is
why vertical SaaS solutions help reduce the
friction in the different departments of an
airfield operator while no longer needing to
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THE 4-WHEEL NATURAL MEDICINE
CLINIC IN MOZAMBIQUE
BY I NES CORDEL I A JUNG
Who cares about life, health, wheels and
driving?
Let me take you on this journey called life,
and maybe you will think about ?driving
through life? with a different perspective.
Driving is best done with 4 wheels. What does
that mean?
In my naturopathic practice in Maputo, I offer
various naturopathic treatments that I have
learned in my years of practice. My wide
range enables me to treat many clinical
pictures effectively. The success speaks for
itself.
For five years now I have been living and
working in M ozambique, a country in which
the health system infrastructure still has many
gaps. In my view, it is therefore particularly
important to do prevention work.
"Experience remains the best dowsing rod"
Johann Wolfgang Goethe said.
The responsibility rests with everyone.
"Being aware creates awareness." Johann
Wolfgang Goethe
But how can I create awareness? What are
some of the prevention options that are key to
create a healthy life and business? - you may
ask.
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Four areas are necessar y for a balanced
and healthy life:
1. That is diet and fasting.
2. Physical exercise and care.
3. The mental area, the world of our
thoughts and mental hygiene.
4. The emotional realm and the digestion of
all the different emotions that we feel all day
long and produce based on our thoughts.
Why are these four areas critical?
Over the years, I have come to create in image
that shows how each area interacts with one
another.
?We are like a car with four wheels!?I nes Cor delia Jung
-

One wheel is our body.
One wheel is the world of our
thoughts
Another wheel deals with our
emotions
The last wheel represents our
spir ituality. The area of our soul
that is what creates our self.

If one of the wheels has no air, the car will
not dr ive. Even worse if two wheels have no
air, the car stops. Even if one of the wheels
has a problem, it affects all other wheels and
how smoothly the car is running.

Even if the wheels are not balanced with
each other, we have problems keeping the car
(us) on track.
That is why, in my view, it is so important to
have good health and to create a good
balance between and in all four areas.
This is the secret of our health and peace,
which so many people are looking to find.
In my many years of practice, I have had the
experience that if the focus of the treatment is
only on one area, then the person does not
experience any real healing. The clinical
picture only shifts.
That is why I have geared my diagnosis and
treatment to first understanding why the body
produces this or that clinical picture.
In my practice, I offer the initial examination.
I take about two hours with the client for this.
After I find out the reason, the cause of the
problem / illness / imbalance, I first create
the nutrition and treatment plan.
This is the first step, the nutr ition plan.
According to the meaning: You are what you
eat and let your food be your medicine
(Hippocrates). I only use natur al remedies
and nutr itional supplements. I make some
myself and buy some after careful
examination. The nutritional and treatment
plan is tailored to the goal that the client together with me ? defines.
The client now integrates the new diet into his
daily routine. In about sixty percent of my
clients, their quality of life improves by fifty
percent.
The second step is different for each client.
Depending on the clinical picture and the
goal, I start to empower the client to treat

themselves.
For this I use very simple self-treatment
methods. From my personal experience, the
simplest things are always the most effective.
The client learns that his health is in his own
hands. He now takes responsibility for the
success of his treatment. This gives him
confidence and secur ity and improves the
relationship with himself enormously. The
client begins to like himself and enjoys the
changes / and improvements in his quality of
life.
Among other things, I run vegan cooking
classes using regional food products. I give
daily inspiration for healthy meals to all
course participants. I also offer my clients to
fast with me twice a year, which they love.
This way, I accompany my clients step by
step on their way to their set goal.
In the five years here in Mozambique, I have
treated and accompanied many clients. The
demand is extremely high. It will soon no
longer be possible for me alone to accompany
all clients in the quality that I have set for
myself.
For this reason, I invite non-medical
pr actitioner s, osteopaths, chiropr actor s,
homeopaths and physiother apists, yoga
ther apists and Pilates tr ainer s to participate
in my new proj ect - the first large
naturopathic clinic in Mozambique - to offer
their services under this roof.
In this naturopathic clinic, we will be opening
also a shop with natur al supplements and
medicines and bigger projects are in progress,
which will be realized halfway through the
year.

The r adio station Radio 99 and the television
station on Canal C will broadcast my tips on
prevention about healthy living. This should
give all Mozambique residents the
opportunity to receive information in the field
of prevention. My goal is to involve different
specialists and create various offerings for the
people in M ozambique and in the wor ld.
Everything that I give to my clients and with
the tools and techniques that I teach them, I
use myself. Being a role model, being
authentic and inspiring others and helping
others towards a healthy living is my
pur pose.
I love what I do and I learn every day. In the
five years I have lived here, I have
experienced a different form of appreciation.
I am ver y gr ateful that I was able to gain the
trust of so many people here in such a short
time, and I look forward to helping so many
more people not only here in M ozambique
but in larger parts of the wor ld as well.
For more information, please contact Ines via:
Website: www.vidaholistica.co.mz
Email: info@vidaholistica.com
WhatsApp: +258 842185409
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WHAT?S WRONG WITH MY BUSINESS?
Why understanding Growth Dynamics is a prerequisite in order to scale your Business!

BY M I CHAEL K NUL ST (THE NETHERL ANDS)

SM Es are vital to the global economy; they
form the backbone of every economy.

from working ?IN?your business to working
?ON?your business?

transform your business and make it future
proof.

The majority of their business owners
however, struggle with their business in order
to get it going. Approximately 95% have a
structural shortage of money and a lack of
value in their business.

What?s the Challenge?

The Entrepreneur ial Str uggle

As a business owner you need to be obsessed
to grow your business and to make it more
profitable. Most entrepreneurs are so busy
with running their day-to-day operations they
lack time to generate new ideas and
implement innovations. Therefore, growth is a
challenge! It all starts with understanding the
way markets are evolving (macro challenges)
and how to run your business in a proper way
(micro challenges).

Most businesses are started by the technician,
practitioner or expert; the artist trying to turn
his or her expertise, skills and knowledge into
a business. Along the way they try to figure
out all the sales and marketing stuff, staff
issues and financials while juggling the
pressures of heading into the unknown and
running a company. They work very hard, are
not profitable (enough) and there is lack of
growth. They got overwhelmed, stuck and
frustrated because the hard work they are
putting in, does not pay off.

They are working ?IN?their business and
mainly occupied with transactional activities.
Being entrepreneurs we all are looking
eagerly to start working ?ON?our business
and focusing mainly on transformational
activities, since this is the best way to get
more spare time and enhance the value of our
business. But the question is how to transition
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In this article I will describe these dynamics
followed by a proven approach on how to

These entrepreneurs are working ?IN?their
business and being held hostage by their own
company while they are burning themselves
out. Unfortunately, being busy is not the same
as being productive. They are on a road to
nowhere, known as the Dead-end street.
According to Michael Gerber (Author of ?The
E-Myth Revised: Why Most Small Businesses
Don't Work and What to Do About It?)
typically, most businesses are once started and
run by a technician. Unfortunately, statistics
show that most technician-run businesses fail.
The entrepreneurial myth according to Gerber
consists out of 2 fatal assumptions (myths):
1: Most people who start small businesses are
entrepreneurs.

companies, or multinational corporations.

3.

As business owners we have to ?think global,
and act local!?

Digital transformation is the process all
companies must go through to operate
effectively in today?s rapidly changing
environment. It?s all about improving
time-to-market, enhancing customer
experience and increasing collaboration and
innovation.

In today?s flat world large enterprises can be
beaten by small companies, because small
companies:
-

-

-

2: An individual who understands the
?technical?work of a business can successfully
run a business that does that ?technical?work.
M acro Challenges
Success as a business owner means
overcoming challenges on many fronts. These
challenges, as well as the corresponding
opportunities, revolve around the following 4
main topics:
1.

I r rever sible inter nationalization

In his book ?The world is flat?Thomas
Friedman, describes the 24/7 economy and
how globalization makes emerging markets
more competitive. In other words, the term
"flat" in the book's title is meant to evoke a
leveling of the economic playing field across
all market participants, be it individuals, small

-

have the flexibility to react to
market changes and capitalize on
opportunities without having to go
through many levels of bureaucracy.
have no other choice then to
innovate.
focus on customer relations ? in not
being an anonymous, faceless
corporate façade.
listen to customer feedback,
continuously iterating and
developing their product, pricing,
and distribution model, to ensure
their customers are as happy as they
can be.
get the business because they?re
good, not because they?re big.

2.
Shor tened life cycles of products
and ser vices
The world is changing fast, technologies are
changing fast, markets are changing fast and
consumer?s interests are changing fast.
Innovation, flexibility, lean thinking and
understanding the different stages and their
impact on sales, marketing and pricing, is the
critical success factor to be able to grow with
the increasingly faster and more violent
market developments.

Digital tr ansfor mation

According to Ashish Deshpande from Forbes
Councils Member, as a small business you
don?t have to be focused on specific
technology but on how you can improve
customer experience. He believes
personalized service has always been small
businesses' greatest differentiator.
In the digital realm, it?s even more important.
According to PricewaterhouseCoopers, 73%
of people surveyed "point to a positive
customer experience as an important factor in
their purchasing decisions." In fact,
consumers are willing to pay up to 16% more
for products and services that come with a
positive customer experience.
For rester Research found that companies
that made customer-centric investments saw
increased efficiencies from simplifying
processes, breaking down silos and
empowering customers.
So, it doesn?t start with IT or marketing; it
starts with the customer! The first (and
perhaps most important) action you should
take is to define who your customers are and
where they?re engaging with you.

Image: Life cycle of products and services (Source: Patriot)
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Image: Blueprint Branding, Marketing & Sales (Source: Michael Knulst)

4.

Employee Engagement

Employee engagement, regardless of location,
size and type, has become a key differentiator
and determining factor for the efficiency and
bottom line of your business.
When employees are not engaged, job
satisfaction, productivity and customer service
can all decline for your business. The level of
employee engagement is critically important
in the delivery of your products and services.
Partially engaged employees may not be
accountable and may not be as efficient and
productive as they could be if they were fully
engaged. Disengaged employees don?t have
the inclination or passion for catering to the
specific needs of your customers and often
don?t work well with other employees.
Improving your employee engagement has to
do with programs focusing on reaching
greater job satisfaction, increased efficiency,
higher productivity and improved customer
service.
M icro Challenges
Unfortunately, being a small business owner
who?s striving to make his or her business
grow, increasing value to its customers and
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Image: Employee engagement in the USA (Source: Dale Carnegie 2019)

driving innovation, you not only have to deal
with the macro challenges.

business and mainly occupied with
transactional activities.

The majority of business owners, struggle
with their business in order to get it going.
Approximately 95% have a str uctur al
shor tage of money and a lack of value in
their business. They are working ?IN?their

You have run your business for a while and as
a business owner you are suffering from 1 or
more of the following symptoms:
-

Lack of leads
No predictable sales in the form of a

-

-

constant flow of clients
80+ hour working weeks have
become normal
A continuous feeling of unrest
because you are not in control
Not experiencing any freedom, the
reason you once started your
business.
Relative high employee sick leave
percentage
A high employee turnover
Staff are an on-going issue
Harder than you thought it would be
Don?t know how to grow the
business
The stress is impacting your family
life

Time to wake-up! These are the symptoms
that your business is stuck. In this context I
apply the Duck theory: If it looks like a duck,
it sounds like a duck, it quacks like a duck and
it swims like a duck? ? ? ? .

Pillar 1: M ind-set
Your business is a distinct reflection of who
you are. If your thinking is sloppy or
disorganized, your business will be sloppy or
disorganized. So, if your business has to
change, you must change first.
In order to grow your business, you must
grow yourself first and develop your ?Growth
mind-set?.
A ?Growth Mind-set?is all about learning fast,
failing fast, being open, flexible, courageous
and persistent.
Pillar 2: Str ategy
One of the most important learnable skills is
strategic thinking. The ability to think
strategically is key for an entrepreneur. We
have to practice daily in order to develop this
skill!

Marketing, Sales, Value drivers, Innovation,
Product creation and Monitoring & Control.
The advantages of working with these
Blueprints is that they provide overview,
insights and knowledge in a bite size -easy to
read, understand and apply- format. After all
most entrepreneurs have a lack of time which
they don?t want to waste in searching for what
they really need. These Blueprints
accommodate you with understandable and
actionable information, giving you total
control over your business.
What?s next
As entrepreneurs we solve problems at a
profit. That?s the aim of the game.
When you have the right mind-set, strategies
and knowledge in place and apply them
consistently, you will have the power to lead
effectively and you?ll get astonishing results.

It probably will be a duck!
If the situation has gotten out of hand, if you
lost sight on your finances to grow, sales
becoming harder and harder and your
employees are hard to motivate, OPEN your
eyes.
I t?s time for massive action!
The challenge is to break with this negative
spiral. The time is now for stepping up in
order to find new ways to get your business
monetized and fall in love with it again!
Being entrepreneurs we all are looking
eagerly to start working ?ON?our business
and focusing mainly on transformational
activities, since this is the best way to get
more spare time and enhance the value of our
business. But the question is how to transition
from working ?IN?your business to working
?ON?your business?
Where to star t?
Depending of the situation, the industry and
off course the person of the business owner,
there a no quick fixes. But in my 33-year
experience working with corporates, midsize
and small businesses, me and my team of
experts, have developed a Revenue Growth
framework that consists of the following 3
pillars:

1. Mind-set
2. Strategy
3. Business Knowledge

?Strategic thinking is the skill that generates
the insights that lead to strategic innovation
and competitive advantage.?(Source: Chief
Executive Magazine)
Strategy is about understanding the power of
business models, planning (goal-setting),
monitoring & control, systems & processes
and transformational thinking & acting.
Pillar 3: Business knowledge
Lack of fundamental business knowledge is
really the primary cause for so much
struggling and time wasting. It?s the reason
why the overwhelming majority of business
owners who are an expert or a ?technician?
will fail in achieving their dreams even if they
buy lots of training courses, study religiously
and work extremely hard. Their focus is the
transactional activities, on the many urgencies
they feel they need immediate help with?

No doubt about that.
I know lots of entrepreneurs that have been
struggling with their business in order to get it
going.
In the end, as entrepreneurs, we all have one
thing in common; We want to make a
difference and help ourselves, our families,
our employees and customers succeed. We
want more and we apply ourselves, we get
outside of our comfort zones, acquire new
skills, work like crazy, make mistakes and
fail. But we?ll never quit!

They don't know what's wrong and they start
doubting their skills and talent. They lack
overview and insights how business activities
are related. Specifically, for these
entrepreneurs we have designed propriety
Blueprints for Engagement, Branding,
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MEMORIES FROM AFRICA
SOUTH AFRICA?S LEADING SOUVENIR BRAND
BY M ARI NA K OTZÉ (SOUTH AFRI CA)
Having a love for
traveling,
experiencing
different
cultures
and visiting 32
countries between
the two of us, my
husband and I are
on a mission to
create
fond
memor ies to look back on for years to come.
Part of traveling to various destinations is
shopping for gifts and souvenir s as tangible
reminder s of adventures and unfor gettable
times. At times, it could be challenging to
decide what and what not to buy, as suitcase
space is always limited, customs can be
difficult, and ensuring that our treasures will
reach home safe and in one piece. On top of
buying souvenirs for ourselves, we want to get
some special gifts for friends and family. I
have found that looking for appropriate
souvenirs could be quite time consuming and
hindering me from the main pur pose of
visiting a cer tain destination, which is to
explore and experience as much as possible
from that place and its people.
My premise has been to focus on mainly
taking photos and not to spend the time and
energy shop jumping and searching of the

perfect souvenir and gift. But still, I felt this
void and need for having something tangible
to always remind me of the wonderful
memories of a certain destination. Photos are
great, too, but nothing can replace holding an
item in your hands that traveled thousands of
miles with you to find its final destination in
your home.
Souvenirs and those special purchases on
one?s travels, always come with unique
stories. And if you are sentimental, like I am,
the personal value of those items only
increases as the years go by.
With this said and me always wondering at the
back of my mind what would actually be the
perfect travel souvenir and gift, I started
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having a look around my own country, South
Africa, to see what is available for tourists and
visitors for them to take back home.

The focus, however, will always be on
creating high-end, top quality, handcrafted and
unique products.

As South Africa is endowed with many gifted
artists and an abundance of creativity,
tourists are flooded with artistic traditional
artworks in the forms of sculptures, painting,
bead wor ks, wooden items, mater ial with
Afr ican pr ints and other Afr ican ar tifacts.
These works and gifts are truly special to see
by tourists, as they represent the heart and
passion of South Africa. They are also
commonly available at street markets, and
curio shops at hotels, game lodges and
airports. Observing
tourists at these
places I visit as well,
the admiration and
appreciation of truly
uniquely
cr afted
South
African
handwor k is clear ly
visible.

We pride ourselves therein that our brand is
uniquely South African. The artists only use
locally sourced raw material, which is
designed and manufactured in South Africa.
We do not import, but export to all around the
world.

Traveling
through
our own country and
looking for those
special pieces as
gifts to take back
home, my husband and I saw a gap in the
market for especially overseas tourists to
South Africa. I felt there were very limited
products available that could serve as
high-end souvenir s. I especially considered
guests to five-star hotels and lodges who are
not always able to find unique high-end
souvenirs that are also small and light enough
to take back to their countries.
From this gap in the market and the lack of
high-end souvenirs and gifts in South Africa
for tourists to our continent, we created the
jewelry and accessories brand, called
?Memories From Africa?.
?Memories From Africa? is a high-end
jewelry brand for the high-end tourist market
to
South
Africa and the
rest of Africa.
As the brand
grows
and
develops, it
will
evolve
into
an
accessories
and general
merchandise
brand as well.

To our surprise, local South Africans have
also showed a great interest in our products.
They love what they see and regularly
compliment us on our products.
We are working together with a
wonderful team of craftsmen to help
us create our unique products.
One of the biggest joys is to see
how my concepts and original
designs come alive and are born.
During
the
design
and
manufacturing,
we
do
not
compromise on quality and
painstakingly pay attention to
detail.
Our vision is to see a ?Memories
From Africa? jewelry piece and
accessory on every tourist visiting
our beautiful country and continent. The
biggest compliment is to see one of our pieces
be worn by a tourist which reminds them of an
unfor gettable time on Afr ican soil.
Apart from our pieces
having an artistic
appeal, we only use
precious metals. The
artistic piece equally
becomes
an
investment
piece
with
its
value
appreciating
over
time. Our jewelry
pieces are the perfect heirloom that could be
passed on from generation to generation.
Imagine having a ?M emor ies From Afr ica?
jewelry piece or set and telling your
grandchild many years from now your story of
visiting South Africa for your honeymoon and
bringing this piece or set home as a sweet
souvenir?
This is what ?Memories From Africa? is all
about ? helping people create beautiful
memories that will last a lifetime.
Find us on social media as ?Memories From
Africa?
or
send
an
email
to
info@memoriesfromafrica.com.

5 SECRETS TO DEAL WITH A NO
BY RAL UCA GOM EAJA (FRANCE)

How many times do you hear NO before you
hear YES? How many times do you step back,
do you give up, do you feel down, after you
hear a NO?

And providing it is not, well here are a few
things you may consider:
-

Rejection, it is one of the most difficult
feelings to handle. That can come from
people we barely know, or from others who
are highly important in our lives. It can
happen in all areas of life and business. Some
of us can handle NO when it comes to a
specific situation; and yet in a completely
different setting we get knocked out by a NO.

K now your own value. Knowing
who you are, and constantly
reinforcing your self-confidence is

-

just need that time to reflect and
improve, or simply trust that life
happens to us not against us.
Change a NO into a new
oppor tunity. One of the most
powerful questions one can ask to

When it comes to rejection, it is absolutely
normal to get affected by it. We are social
individuals and when we get a NO we get
into a phase where we may feel left aside;
forbidden to be part of a specific category; not
good enough for this or that. It is therefore
understandable that when one goes into such
deep ?interpretation? of a NO, to generate
feelings of sadness, depression, anger and so
on?
Yet what if that NO was a big YES into our
life?
When we grow up, like kids do, we don?t
know the meaning of NO. We only
understand that this is not for now. How many
times have you said NO to a child and he or
she just moved on, without trying and trying
and trying and trying? Not many indeed?
Why are kids able to do that? Simply because:
1. They don?t put the same meaning behind a
NO
2. And what they want is so important to
them, they want it so much, that nothing will
stop them.
Ice-cream before dinner is something that is
worth more than a contract let?s say?
Sometimes yes, sometimes no; yet, between
the kid that is so determined and knows very
well what he/she wants and the grownup that
is receiving the NO now, there is a huge
difference. Experience, situations occurred,
feelings, thoughts, memories, are feeding the
grownup, and therefore all those come into
their mind as a tsunami when the NO is heard.
While these feelings are normal and anyone is
entitled to have them, the only question is and
what really matters is the value of those
feelings and thoughts in the long run.
Differently put, how much feeling/thinking
works for us?

-

-

-

the best gift one can give to
yourself. Self-love,
self-appreciation, self-confidence, is
what will take us to the next level in
life and creates less to no
dependence on what others think of
us.
Dissociate your self from the NO.
It may be NO to a specific proposal
you have made, not to YOU as a
person. Taking it personally will
push that red button that triggers
some of the feelings mentioned
above.
K now ver y well what you really
want, get clarity around what
matters most for you. When we do,
we can choose our fights, we can
choose the energy we put in what
matters and therefore decide how
much we allow situations, people,
etc. to control what we actually feel.
Allow a NO to be a step back in
or der to bounce fur ther . We may

self is ?what opportunities do I have
here?? ?what does that NO open for
me?? And you can help others
facing a NO with the same question
?what opportunity do you have
here??
A NO that comes back over and over, is
nothing else than a message. You don?t need
millions of Yeses. Think about when you look
for a love relation you only need one YES and
that is all that matters, not how many said NO
before. One final thought. Step aside from
unrealistic expectations. Like in football,
how many times do you think Lionel Messi
succeeded in scoring a goal? His percentage
of scoring is at about 15%. That means that
85% of his shoots are not transformed into a
goal, and yet he is the world's best football
player.
Start by being grateful for all the NOs you get,
you may never know what else is there for
you.
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VISION AND INSIGHTS INTO THE CHATBOT INDUSTRY
INTERVIEW WITH YOAV BAREL, FOUNDER AND CEO OF THE CHATBOT SUMMIT

BY CHRI STI AN BARTSCH (GERM ANY)
During the Chatbot Summit in Ber lin, I had
the pleasure to interview Yoav Barel. As
Founder & CEO of Chatbot Summit, Yoav is
focused on building the world?s leading
professional network accelerating
Conversational Experiences.
He helps the Chatbot Summit team in
attracting top speakers, overseeing the agenda,
deepening partner relationships between
innovative brands, emerging startups, and
global technology leaders as well managing
the marketing strategy to ensure bring
together the community.
But who is Yoav outside of the summit?
Yoav is an I sr aeli tech entrepreneur, who?s
held senior product, strategy and business
positions at Sun Microsystems, Oracle, and
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LivePerson. Yoav, who has been pioneering
customer experience innovation for the past
two decades, is convinced that Conversational
Experiences powered by AI are going to
dominate the way we interact with technology.
He believes that M essaging Chatbots, Voice
Assistants and AR/VR exper iences will soon
improve the daily lives of billions of people.
In pursuit of accelerating Conver sational
Exper iences in the market, Yoav leads new
joint ventures, provides str ategy consulting
to leading br ands, investor s and star tups
and helps educate organizations and
individuals in the field through keynotes and
private workshops.
Yoav holds a BSc in Computer Engineer ing
from Technion - Israel?s Institution for

Technology. He enjoys the Tel Aviv city life
with his wife, Vika, and is the proud father of
2 + his beloved Krembo.
During the chat bot summit, I got many
astonishing insights into what the chatbot
community is achieving. We often just think
in terms of "chatbot" as those spammy bots
that send us unpersonalized standard messages
in social media.
In contrast the chatbot summit displays how
cor por ates are playing a totally different
and highly professional game. They are
taking customer experience to a level we
would expect from these businesses outside of
the online world.
Expand by reading and listening to the
inter view

I hope you will gain a competitive advantage
by reading how Yoav has given us insights
into the future trends of the industry.
The interview was also published on the
podcast "The Growth Zone" on spotify,
soundcloud & apple podcast (iTunes).
Chr istian: What motivated you to create
and build the summit.
Yoav Barel: My main motivation is dr iven by
my vision and I think a vision of others that
conver sational exper iences are the ways
that we inter act with friends and family. And
I think it's about time for computers to
understand our language and not us trying to
understand how a browser is being built a
website or an app.
So I think we have an oppor tunity which is ,
you know, once in a decade opportunity to
introduce a new technology that will
improve our daily lives and in that context I

founded the summit to help bring everyone
together who is passionate about Natural
Language Technologies about conversational
A.I..
By bringing them together and providing a
bunch of services will help to accelerate the
adoption of conversational A.I. in the market
where chat bots and voice solutions are so
important from your point of view. I think
they are so important because chat boards and
voice are basically going to be the new way
we interact with technology.
So imagine that you want to get something
done today. If you want to change or view
your energy bill or set up an appointment with
a doctor you either have to call and wait on a
customer service call which no one likes and
then you need to repeat yourself in multiple
channels. And if you want to get things done
it's just hard.
And I think that Jack puts and voice words
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will introduce a new world where you want to
have a doctor appointment will just open your
WhatsApp say hey I want to order if I want to
have a doctor come in for next week and
you'll just do it as simple as that. And on the
back end we'll have the smar t conver sational
A.I . systems that will make it happen.
So I think when we talk about consumer
technology, it's a consumer experience that
changes all of the industry behind that change.
So that's why it's so significant. If you look at
what happened in the move from websites to
apps before that, you had the dominance of
Microsoft right with with the browser together
maybe with Google.
What happened with the launch of the iPhone?
Apple became the dominant player together
with Google, and Microsoft lost a lot of their
market share in terms of the customer
experience. What's happening now is that
Amazon is making a huge play with voice
and with Alexa and now everyone is playing
catch up. And those that will dominate the
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platform of the customer experience are going
to be able to monetize the net and to provide
additional services on top. So I think this is
not just yet another technology change like
Bluetooth or something like that. This is a
technology that changes the way we interact
with technology. And by such it will create

billion and tens of billion dollars opportunities
in the market.
Chr istian: How are you using technology
such as chatter box for your own business
activities?
Yoav Barel: So in terms of using it for my

own business activities we have slack that we
use as a team and slack has automation. So a
lot of the jackpots I talk about some of them
are customer experience facing some of them
or employee and internal.
So we used a lot of messaging technology to
improve our team operations. So that's really
helpful. And I also use it in my day to day life.
Actually I use Google assistant every day to
help me with managing my daily routine. I
meditate through that. I have my morning
routine for that.
I set up reminders calendars so it's much
easier to set everything up using your own
voice and WhatsApp than dealing with some
of these apps that you feel that you are
working for them. We're looking at doing
mar keting automation for the chatbot
summit using conver sational API .We're all
reporting using them and seeing the more
awesome.
Chr istian: So what would be your three key
tips for business leader s?
Yoav Barel: In terms of business leadership, if

I was a corporate executive, I would ask
myself in the year 2025:
"How do I want my business to
transform?"
If I believe that the artificial intelligence
would be good enough for it to under stand
natur al language because once you have the
mindset like that then you understand that if
you're not going to act now you're going to
stay behind.
If you are an insurance company (for
example) and you see what lemonade is
doing. Lemonade is a disr uptive star tup in
the insurance field. If you want to buy a new
policy you go to messenger and buy it in a
minute. If you want to get customer service
you get it through the WhatsApp. If you want
to file a claim that your bike was stolen...
Everything is done so everything is so simple.
If insurance companies won't understand,
what this technology can do ... because
customer exper ience is this is a great deal
especially for the millennial gener ation.

So that's one thing I would ask myself:
"What would be my vision and how will
my business transform?"
If I am able to leverage these types of
technology to improve customer experiences
and then the second thing I would ask myself
is:
"What can I do today not in 2025. What I
can do in 2020 as a startup? What can I
do in 2020 to test this technology?"
Can I scope a project that is small enough yet
successful and try it out.
And then the thir d thing I would also do I
would definitely research, what the
competition is doing just to make sure I'm
not behind and try to learn from success
stories that are already implemented in the
industry.
Chr istian: Thank you very much.

CORE VALUES TO BUILDING
A SUCCESSFUL BRAND
BY JI M PAAR (USA)
Hi, my name is Jim Paar, founder of Full
Motion Marketing and Paar Media Group.
I?ve learned over the years the importance for
a strong brand. Whether personal or for your
business, this is the first step to becoming
successful in 2020. You must become an
authority brand in your space of expertise.
I now own a very successful international
marketing agency and helped brand some of
the most successful businesses in the world. I
have worked with many leading brands such
as Michelin, Bosch, Kimberly Clark,
Paramount Pictures, FOX, Dyson, and many
more.
What is a Br and?
A brand is what people perceive of you based
on what they know about you and or your
company. Your brand is not just social media,
it?s how you brand interacts with people, it?s
how you do business, it?s how all of that
works together in one community. Think of it
as an ecosystem that works together creating
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your brand. Social media is a piece of this
brand but it is not your entire brand. Too
many people focus solely on social media
channels when that is only a small piece of
branding. In this article, I will give you tips to
build a strong brand on and off social media.
These tips will give your brand impact, build
your business, and achieve the goals you or
your business has for 2020.
Tips to Build a Winning Br and Audience
Start by writing down your core values
immediately. These are the things you want
people to receive from the content you create.
This is the feelings you want to evoke from
your audience or potential audience through
your brand message. These are not tangible
things; these are words you want to resonate
with your potential audience. For Paar Media
Group our words we use to resonate with our
audience is passion, integrity, and results. At
Paar Media Group, we are very passionate
about what we do. We always use integrity

when working with a brand client and don?t
take shortcuts, and most of all we give our
clients outstanding results for trusting in us.
Be real with your audience when sending a
brand message. What are a few words to
describe your brand? When branding you
need to funnel these words you choose
through those values. Your brand ultimately
needs to be what is important to your business
and how this is resonates to your audience.
How Social M edia Plays a Role in Br anding
When building your brand on social media
keep it simple. Many brands try to post to
multiple social media channels and then get
overwhelmed. You only need to pick two
social media platforms and channel your
energy into these platforms. To determine
what platforms, start with a platform to post
long-form content where you can add value.
Some of these you might consider are
YouTube, podcasting, Facebook videos, or
blog posts to add high value. You must add

value to gain an audience following and to
build a relationship with your audience. The
second platform you want to consider is
something that adds high engagement to build
lasting relationships with your audience.
Twitter and Instagram are great examples of
high engaging platforms. By creating these
two social platforms, you and your audience
will not be overwhelmed and you build the
perfect ecosystem for your audience to fine
your brand and beliefs.

what problem you solve. Being consistent
with your audience is the second piece to
becoming a successful brand. Repetition is
key by keeping standards in your brand colors
and the content you produce. Whatever
content you create it must carry the consistent
colors and formatting for people to recognize
whenever they see your brand. You want to
ensure your brand carries from the first time a
person interacts with your brand to the end
with excellent customer service.

Be Consistent and Clear with Your
Audience

K now Your Audience

You must know your business by knowing
what services you offer and most of all how
you brand can solve your audience?s problem.
Many businesses cannot explain in a few
simple words what their business does. Many
people call this the EOS or the explanation of
services. What is your world-class EOS? You
start with a clear vision by knowing who your
brand is, why you exist, what you do, and

When building your brand, you must know
you audience inside and out. If you?re an
electric car company and you are seeking
buyers for your vehicles you must know
where those audience?s hangout. Depending
on the price point of this vehicle you will want
to know if this audience is a family with or
without kids, what kind of income they earn,
their education, and maybe even the trips
these families take and those destinations. The

more you know about the audience the more
successful your branding will be.
Before picking your audience, look inside
your brand and make sure you don?t lose the
authenticity of your brand to simply appeal to
this specific demographic. Remember the core
values and what sets your brand apart from
other brands in your niche. To win in 2020
you must find that certain niche your brand is
great at and start visiting communities online
where your audience resides.
In conclusion, branding is more than just
selling products and services. The future is
looking for brands that are doing good for our
planet and people. What is your brand doing
in sustainability? How does your brand impact
the planet? There are many ways a brand can
be sustainable and show your audience you
care.

GO ON A LADIES? TRIP
AROUND THE WORLD
BY SUE BAUM GAERTNER-BARTSCH (GERM ANY)

Geisha

Start with statue ?Donna Bavaria?, go on to
the three aristocratic ladies of Ascot, Greek
goddesses and beautiful Helena, a group of
Japanese geisha and on to a Brazilian samba
queen.
If grace, beauty or elegance is what we admire
in one of these figures, the heavier-set ladies
will surely make a smile flash across the faces
of us beholders. Margit Grüner, the artist who
created these figures, applies an imaginative
lightness, a sure feel for shape and color and
an assured technique to bring each of these
characters to their place on the stage.
Artist Margit Grüner has been involved in
mosaic statuary art since 2002. Her workshop,
Atelier Scherbenstolz (?Shard Pride?) has
turned out about 80 unique pieces of mosaic
art. Her theme is the female body, busts,
heads, and their luminous and light-hearted
interpretation reveling in colors and shapes.
The pieces on display boast impressive
corsages, unique hats and exceptional jewelry
elements. Feminine attributes appear cloaked
in delicious irony and resplendent in color.
The artist?s bubbling imagination and love of
experiment endow everyday pieces of ceramic
with a whole new purpose. It could be a beer
stein smashed to pieces that becomes part of
an elaborate dress.
Pieces of a lemon press, a soup terrine or a
golden mocca cup and saucer turn are granted
a second life as a hat, an eyebrow or a brooch,
respectively.
Donna Carioca - Brazilian Samba Queen
Appleresi
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Under t he roof of t he t hird
oldest brewery in t he world?

Interview with Margit Grüner, artist and
event manager
Artist Margit Grüner at work - the "Potato Queen"

Sue:
We have now climbed several steps up to the roof of
the Scheyern monastery brewery and are entering
your studio and exhibition space. It smells of hops
and malt and I'm curious to see what is hidden behind
this massive door.
Margit:
Well, let's have a look! (opens the door) Welcome to
my ?Magic room?!
Sue:
Wow- now I am overwhelmed. Just in the dark of the
attic, a sparkling world opens up to me where
countless female figures shine for the bet. It feels like
a trip around the world. There are Bavarian women
next to Japanese geishas. I have to take a closer look
at that now. Oh, everything is made from dishes!
Margit:
I put all the figures together from dishes such as cups,
plates, vases or lids. Before that, I have to create the
basic shape - be it a bust, a head, a torso or a life-size
figure with arms.
Sue:
Oh, let me see what is over there. My mother also had
these dishes at home and what is that? The chest is
hidden under a beer mug lid. I have never seen such
an imaginative use of dishes. There is a lot of humor
in your work.
Margit:
Yes, my view of dishes is a special one. And almost
nothing is safe from me. I have probably smashed a
number of valuable pieces with a hammer, but they
will also find a new purpose, for example as a
headdress.
Sue:
Beer Queen

This is contemporary art that I have never seen
before. Each figure is absolutely unique and has
countless details that I am unable to grasp so quickly

Vernissage Castle Höchstädt 2018

now. But it also looks like a lot of work.
Mosaic is a very complex artistic technique,
isn't it?
Margit:
Yes, it actually takes up to 500 working hours
for a large figure to create. And on top of that,
they are heavyweight too.
Sue:

Margit:
Yes, after all the queens, we're going straight
to Olympus, haha. I am currently working on
an exhibition of 25 figures that should be
finished by 2021 - all goddesses, gods and
figures from Greek mythology. Aphrodite,
Athena, Medusa and Kirke are already
finished in life size.

Where do you get all the dishes from?

Sue: This is certainly nothing for a small
apartment. Who buys your figures?

Margit:

Margit:

I have been going to flea markets for over 20
years and am looking for particularly
interesting pieces. My collection is huge.
Since 2019, I have also been working with the
porcelain manufacturer ?Rosenthal?, and my
next exhibition will take place in the Bavarian
porcelain town of Selb from April 25 to
August 22, 2020. Around 20 of my works can
be seen in the Rosenthal Outlet Centre,
including the latest 10 figures made of
Rosenthal porcelain.

My customers often have a special
ambience where the figures come into
their own - castles, foyers from
companies, hotels, museums, but also
in the exclusive living area, my mosaic
figures set artistic accents.

Sue:
I only see female figures here - how come?
No, wait, here is King Ludwig II, surrounded
by special queens.
Margit:
In fact, I devote my art almost exclusively to
the creation of ladies. They are more colorful,
imaginative and fun-loving, but sometimes a
male figure sneaks in. The project "Ludwig II.
and the queens" places the Bavarian fairy tale
king at the center of product queens, such as
the beer queen, hunting queen or potato
queen. This is a tribute to my Bavarian
homeland, seasoned with a good dash of
humor.
Sue:
So, what is next on your list? Are there any
plans for another major project?
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Sue:
Yes, then I wish you continued
creative workings and that the
magnificent figures find their lovers
and go on a world tour. Now, you are
not only making wonderful mosaic
figures, you are also working as a
successful event manager and have
been organizing a renowned artist
market in Scheyern for over 25 years.
Margit:
Yes, I love big challenges. I have
developed ?Kunst im Gut? (?Art in the
manor?) from a small regional event to
a well-known and popular art festival
in Germany. Around 100 national and
international artists, artisans and
designers take part in every event. The
exhibition is complemented by a
sophisticated and extensive
entertainment program. Everything
takes place in the estate of the
Scheyern monastery, 50 km north of
Munich, Germany.

Sue: Then I wish you continued success with
your great projects. Shards definitely bring
you luck.
Margit:
Thank you for your nice visit. Oops, now I
have dropped the sugar bowl. Doesn't matter will be processed immediately. Haha!
www.margit-gruener.de

MAGNOLIA BALL 2020
BY SUE BAUM GAERTNER-BARTSCH (GERM ANY)
One of the most important social events of the
city of Munich, Germany is the Magnolia ball
of the Ger man-Amer ican Women?s
Association (?GAWC?), which takes place in
January of each year. This gala ball has
become one of the most historical events
dating back to 1949. People from politics,
economy, business and culture come
together at this annual function at the
?Bayrischer Hof?, a five-star hotel in the heart
of Munich. It was a true honor to getting
invited to attend this legendary gala ball, and
meeting up with the president of the GAWC,
M r s. Tr audl Schmid, the chairlady Ulrike
Grimm and many other prominent guests.
US Consul Gener al M eghan Gregonis was
speaking about the impor tance of cultur al
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awareness, the nur tur ing of ties between the
continents through the student exchange
programs and the friendship between the USA
and Germany. Chair lady Ulr ike Gr imm led
the audience through an amazing evening
which was accompanied by the showband
?Firebir d?. The show highlight of the
evening was, without exception, the arrival of
the debutants, and the artistic and breathtaking
performance of the carnival society ?Nar halla
e.V.? with the show ?Vienna mélange?, and
the official prince couple of the state capital of
Munich.
Further highlights of the evening were the
Silent Auction and the char ity tombola. At
the Silent Auction, guests have the
opportunity to purchase exclusive trips, or to

win numerous attractive prizes and vouchers
by purchasing a raffle ticket. As every year,
the proceeds from the Silent Auction and
Tombola benefit 100% from our 14 charitable
projects in the greater Munich area. A large
donation check will be presented again this
year.
The gala ball is under the patronage of:
-

Dr. Markus Söder, Bavarian Prime
Minister
Richard Grenell, US Ambassador
Berlin
Dieter Reiter, Mayor of Munich
Meghan Gregonis, US Consul
General in Munich

In between show performances, opportunities

to dance, exquisite food and dinner, and
insightful conversations, I had the opportunity
to meet with Traudl Schmid, president of the
GAWC to get a glimpse behind the club, the
challenges and the vision for the future.
Sue BB: M r s. Schmid, you now have been
president of the GAWC since 2018. What
do you see as the biggest challenges?
Traudl Schmid:
It is undoubtedly a challenge to accompany
the German-American Women's Club Munich
into the next generation.
There are many active women with an
interesting, open-minded personality here in
the greater Munich area. The compatibility of
work and family life is often the dominant
issue for younger women. The conditions for
volunteering beyond the family context have
changed and we have to think about how we
can best respond. Another challenge of the
GAWC is to give a voice to the sense of social
responsibility in society and to make it visible
through fundraisers.
Another challenge, or our mandate, according
to our statutes, is to actively support
German-American friendship even 70 years
after the end of World War II. We do this, for
example, in a way so that young people,
pupils and students, through exchange
programs, are financed by us and stay in the
USA or Germany; they can expand their
worldview and make contacts and friendships.
In its 70-year history, our club has
experienced 13 US presidents and 8 German
chancellors and has actively nurtured the
friendship of both nations for 70 years. This is

both an incentive and an obligation for us. In
addition to the social commitment and
commitment to the German-American
dialogue, our club, in my opinion, brings our
members together amicably. In addition to the
commitment, we have an active social life.
Every month our members have 12 (!) times
the opportunity to meet and experience
something together, without a higher sense,
simply to cultivate friendship. Not only
through the general member meetings, which
other clubs like ZONTA and Soroptimists also
have, but through groups with special

interests, in which one gets to know the
individual women in a completely different
way.
The range is wide and there is actually
something for everyone. And I find it a great
challenge to adapt this treasure to the
opportunities of younger women in such a
way that they can at least partially use it
without the retired women, who simply have
more time, to exercise their rights.
At a time when personal, physical interaction
with each other is no longer the main form of
encounter, I find it all the more important to
make a statement here: We raise the
fundraisers from the community (e.g. silver
tea, but also a magnolia ball with its tombola).
What is it called in business? Bottom up
approach, not a top down approach.

Sue BB: What do you want for the GAWC?
Where do you want it to go?
Traudl Schmid:
It is my great wish that the German-American
Women's Club Munich becomes better
known, that our above-mentioned concerns
reach a wider audience. We are not a political
club; we are a friendship club and we want to
bring people together and cultivate the
transatlantic friendship. Together with the
women's clubs such as ZONTA or the
Soroptimists, the German-American women's
club wants to counteract a social imbalance.
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THE AUTOMOTIVE ENTHUSIAST
BY THOM AS H. GEHRK E & SUE BAUM GÄRTNER-BARTSCH (GERM ANY)

The sound came closer and closer and closer.
The asphalt started to vibrate. Her pulse
accelerated and the hair on her forearm began
to dance tango. The sonorous buzzing became
more intense, giving way to an increasingly
loud humming, then an almost infernal roar.
The silver shadow with the 12-cylinder in-line
engine was over in a matter of seconds, but
this experience remained in your memory
forever. It shaped you, you were infected.

are you driving, and above all, what's in your
garage today?
As a successful entrepreneur, you have surely
noticed that prices for rare automobiles have
gone through the roof in recent years. Vintage
cars in particular are in greater demand than
ever. There is hardly a better investment and
of course hardly a nicer one. And that is a
worldwide phenomenon.

The ranking of the most popular classic cars
in Germany in recent years is led by the most
American of all muscle car s, the For d
M ustang. A real ?men's car?, which of course
also captivates our female ?automobilistas?.
The whole V8 glory in a relatively
rudimentary chassis from the 1960s. That is
something!

It could have been something like that, your
first contact with one of these fascinating,
four-wheeled cult objects that we love so
much.

Of course, you have to understand rare
automobiles or know someone who does. For
example, you should know that a restored
vehicle from Amer ica likes to have concrete
sills. And these could just break through after
a few years. Not at all beautiful, but that is

The VW Bulli has been in second place on the
popularity scale for years. Regardless of
whether T1, T2 or even the T3 rises
noticeably in price level. The crowning glory
of all Volkswagen fans is the so-called
?Samba?. The VW bus with the beautiful

And what has happened since then? What car
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how it is.

windows in the roof edge. Six-digit sums are
being paid for such a model. The fresh air
beetle from Volkswagen is still at the
forefront. The convertible, probably a
childhood dream of many Germans, has lost
none of its charm in 2020 and is more popular
than ever. And of course the 911 Por sche

cannot be missing. For many, it is the epitome
of the sports car. The cuddly two-seater from
Zuffenhausen (the rear seats are only suitable
for storing the Master Card Gold) with the
6-cylinder boxer in the rear has been extremely
fun to drift around every corner since 1963.
And first the sound, almost erotic.

The list can go on and on. However, those of us
who have the necessary change are looking for
completely different treasures. It's about
completely different sums that are often
invested in garage gold. Bugatti, Ferrari, but
also Rolls Royce and many others offer
treasures beyond the million euros for

connoisseurs with the right wallet.
And of course you want to present the hunted
accordingly. And therefore, the ?sacred?
garage is increasingly becoming a showroom
with an adequate ambience, a place where
like-minded people can meet to exchange
ideas and talk ?gasoline?.
To proper ly stage this showroom, garage or
hall, you naturally need the right man. And
that's where the freelance artist Tom H.
Gehrke comes in. Originally from automotive
design, he not only has the right background,
but also a feel for the right design and also the
unique talent to implement it. The reference
list of the designed objects ranges from the
restaurant and hotel industry to company
complexes and private objects at home and
abroad.
His works, his exhibitions, but also his perfect
restorations took him far beyond Europe, to
India and America for the past 25 years.
If necessary, the artist turns your sober
underground car park into a cult old-timer

barn, and he transforms your premises into a
historic racing scene or historic petrol station.
With Tom H. Gehrke's art, your walls almost
disappear. They dissolve, the room becomes
larger,
sun-drenched
or
oil-smeared,
depending on the motif, to match the passion
for vintage car s.
The alternative that has been very popular for
a few years now would be a three-dimensional
design with Italian ?Stucco Pompeii?. Your
walls would have the appearance of old sheet
metal, leather or granite, into which you could,
for example, incorporate the logo of your
company or your favorite automobile brand. It
has a very noble appearance, also haptic.
There are no limits to the imagination and this
artist, Tom Gehrke, has plenty.
Incidentally, the pictures shown are mural
paintings from the collection of a real
automotive enthusiast in Upper Bavaria. He is
happy to invite his amazed guests to celebrate
his passion in the midst of the artfully refined
ambience.

And the artist, what is he doing right now?
He is currently working on a project together
with a restorer of fast-paced German
automobiles in the southern area of Munich.
Everything is still top secret! Only so much
can be revealed that it will be unique and will
attract international attention.
You can find more information about Thomas
Gerhke on his website, or simply call or email
him:
Thomas H. Gehrke
Exklusive Wandgestaltung
Ingolstädter Strasse 18
85116 Egweil
Phone: +49 (0)8424 ? 887780
Email: thomas.h.gehrke@freenet.de
www.atelier-wandgestaltung.de
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